
 LAVENDER MENACE RESERVATION POLICY 

 Thank you for wanting to make a reservation with Lavender Menace. Before we can confirm 
 your booking, the organizer(s) will need to agree to our reservation policy to ensure everyone 
 has a pleasant experience and all expectations are met. 

 1.  A no show deposit of $5 per person is required. This can be e-transferred via Interac or 
 paid in cash prior to the event. Interac transfers will not be accepted by us unless the 
 party does not honour the booking. Cash deposits will only be kept if the party does not 
 arrive. Otherwise, it will be returned to the organizer during their reservation. 

 2.  In the case of patio reservations and inclement weather, we will do our best to find 
 indoor seating for the group, but unfortunately it may not be possible if the group size is 
 too large or if there are multiple reservations booked ahead of yours that day. If you have 
 a patio booking and it is rained out, we will not charge a no-show deposit and offer 
 another day instead, if you wish. 

 3.  All cancellations of fewer than 12 people must be done by 4 PM the day of the intended 
 reservation via email only. Failure to provide cancellation in writing by 4 PM will require 
 us to take the no-show deposit. All cancellations of parties over 12 people must be done 
 at least 2 days in advance or else the no show deposit will be taken. 

 4.  All groups of 5 or more people are subject to autogratiuty. This is non-negotiable. 
 5.  Do not move furniture on the patio or main floor. You cannot pull up extra tables or 

 chairs. To do so is appropriating the space and taking it from other guests who have 
 equal right to use it as you do. If you are not an employee of Lavender Menace, it is not 
 up to you to reorganize the floor plan to suit yourself. The only space we have available 
 for this freedom of movement is the loft where you are able to rearrange tables, chairs, 
 and beanbags as you would like them. 

 6.  If you wish to extend your reservation over our standard table time limit of 1.5 hours, 
 there is a minimum spend based on day, time, duration, and number of guests. This is 
 arranged on a case by case basis and must be agreed upon before a reservation is 
 confirmed. You cannot extend your time on the day of the reservation, especially if there 
 are reservations after you. We are not a community center or public park and minimum 
 spends exist to ensure that guests spend money necessary to ensure the fair payment 
 of our staff and continued existence of our space. This is not a volunteer-run charity. If 
 your party is not going to spend money, we cannot accommodate you because you are 
 taking space away from people who want to enjoy the menu and the venue for what it is: 
 a cocktail bar & restaurant. 

 7.  The number of guests in a reservation is strict  . We will not accommodate added guests 
 on the day of. We are a small venue and usually do not have the capacity to rearrange 
 our space based on your last minute whims of adding multiple people onto your booking. 
 If extra guests arrive, they will not be seated at your reserved table, but sat wherever 
 there is available seating – if any seating is available at all. If seating is available for your 
 table, a fee of $10 per extra guest will be added and your reservation will be reduced to 
 1.5 hours immediately. (One extra guest is okay, if seats are available.) 



 8.  Do not arrange a “meet up” after you have confirmed a small reservation. This is not 
 allowed. We have no obligation to honour meet-ups organized by/through outside 
 sources if our team has not been informed in advance, a venue rental fee/minimum 
 spend agreement arranged, and adequately prepared for it. To save your guests irritation 
 and disappointment when they arrive and there is no space for them, do not arrange 
 such events. If you expect a group of 20, you  must  reserve for that. We cannot turn a 
 party of 7 into a party of 25 because you have arranged it on a meetup website and 
 suddenly more people showed up. Your guests will be upset and we will not have the 
 staff available to serve you effectively and with the care & attention your group deserves. 

 9.  If you ignore #8 above and arrange a meet up that exceeds your booking anyway, we 
 reserve the right to turn away extra guests and/or end your reservation early as it is 
 against our rules. If we do have available space, an extra seating fee of $10 per extra 
 guest will be charged to the organizer of the reservation/meetup and your reservation 
 duration will be reduced to 1.5 hours immediately. 

 10.  The patio is not wheelchair accessible as it is on the rooftop. Accessible washroom and 
 seating are only on the main floor. 

 11.  We do not have paper menus. If a member of your party has an accessibility issue, you 
 must provide us with a warning of that at least 2 days in advance to arrange alternatives. 

 12.  For groups larger than 14 people, we do not provide full plated meal dining service. It is 
 beyond the capability of our tiny kitchen. We do however offer snack and meal platters. 
 These are arranged on an individual party basis based on the needs of the group. 

 13.  For groups of 20 or more, we require a  buyout  agreement (a combined drink, food, & 
 venue rental fee to be paid as one sum). A minimum spend arrangement where guests 
 pay individually is not possible and all drinks will be done via drink tickets arranged in 
 advance with the organizer(s). 

 14.  No outside food is permitted unless organized prior to the reservation as approved 
 external catering. No outside drinks are allowed under any circumstances. If you bring in 
 your own alcoholic beverages, they will be confiscated and you will pay your bill 
 immediately and leave. It jeopardizes our liquor license and our ability to remain open, 
 as well as being a liability issue for us and safety issue for you and other guests. 

 15.  We have a  zero tolerance policy  for any sort of abusive, predatory, or disrespectful 
 behaviour. If you cannot respect that this is a space for all lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
 pansexual, asexual, and other non-heterosexual sexualities and queer identities, you will 
 not be welcome. This covers everything from microaggressions and 
 homophobic/transphobic "jokes", to appropriating the space, and all the way to 
 unsolicited communication or touching and theft. This also includes disrespectful 
 behaviour towards our staff, including but not limited to misgendering, discriminatory 
 commentary, overt rudeness, verbal abuse, and being argumentative when they reiterate 
 our house rules. If you participate in any bullying, predation, or otherwise disrespectful 
 behaviour towards other patrons or staff, you and your party will be asked to pay and 
 leave immediately, resulting in a permanent ban from our establishment. 

 We require confirmation in writing that you have read and agree with our reservation policy 
 before we confirm your booking. 


